
Bingo Barn 
CV-19 Bingo Volunteer Procedures 
Please realize that this is all new information and could change from time to time. 

● This is a cash-based business so you will be handling cash 
● Gloves will be provided for those who wish to wear them 
● Disposable Face Masks will be provided but we encourage you to bring your own 

- You can also pick up face masks from any Tim  Hortons 
● Hand Sanitizer is available throughout the hall 
● Volunteers will be expected to sanitize all electronics at all events 
● Chairperson, Controller, and the Paymaster will be the only volunteers allowed in the 

office selling from the island 
● When REGULAR bingo begins the Controller will be at a table more centered in the hall 

to sell special game cards. All special games will remain on sale on the island and cashed 
out when the Caller announces they are off sale 

● No Bonanza Sellers on the floor 
● When the Ball Sellers come in, they will sanitize all the indicators from the previous 

event 
● All Volunteers will be asked to read a COVID-19 questionnaire and signoff on it before 

they start their shift. 

● There will be a Bingo Coordinator (Staff) and One Volunteer at the entrance: 

1. There will be a questionnaire on an easel at the front entrance, customers will be asked 
the required questions. 

- Temperature checks will be taken with an IR Thermometer anyone over 
38c/100.4, will not be allowed in. 

2. Our Bingo Advisor has the Rapid Response information required to deal with anyone 
who has a confirmed case. 

3. If a volunteer sees someone they feel is suspect they will report it to the Bingo Advisor. 
4. All Volunteers will be given a questionnaire to read and sign off on when they sign in for 

their shift. 
5. Volunteers will be wiping down the electronics, counter surfaces, indicator cards and 

any high touch surfaces. 
-The taps in the washrooms, urinal handles and washroom door handles along 
with a staff member when requested. 


